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English
1. Write one page handwriting daily.
2. Write and learn Question and Answer of Chapter 1to 3.
3. Write the plural form of the given words.

a. Car    b. Wolf    c. Desk    d. Candle    e. Lady    f. Scarf
g. Knife    h. Brush     j. Box    k. Church

4. Complete the special names by filling the missing letters.
1. National flower of India- L_T_S.
2. National Bird of India- P_A_ O_K.
3. National Animal of India- T_G_R.
4. Father of our Nation- G_N_H_J_.
5. Capital of India- N_W D_LH_.
5. Write an essay on My school.

Hindi
● Write one page handwriting daily.
● Write & learn Chapter 1 to 5 .
● कोइ एक क�वता याद करे और �ल�ख ए ।
● ताजमहल पर �नबधं �ल�ख ए।

Science
● Write and Learn question / Answer ,word /meanings and exercise from your textbook
Chapter 1 to 3 (05 times).
● Read chapter 1 to 3.
● We can also get oil from plants.Find out from which plant we get oil and from which
part.Complete the given table:
● S.No Plant Name Part Oil

Social Study
(A) Collect pictures of 10 fruits and vegetables and paste them in
the textbook. Page no 9.
( B) Draw picture for each
season (1) Summer season
(2)Winter season
(3)Rainy season

Math
1. Write and learn the tables from 2 to 20.
2. Write and learn spelling from 200 to 400.
3. Solve exercises from page number 38 to 48.
4. Draw a clock on a chart paper.



G. K
1. Write and learn all chapters of Unit 1 and 2.
2. Draw the picture of a plant on a chart paper and label it.
3. Which is the world's tallest freestanding structure?
4. Which city of India is known as the 'City of Festival'?

Computer
1. Write and learn chapter 1 and 2 of all things.
2. Name the place where computers are used.
3. Draw the picture of the computer,CPU, Mouse and Keyboard on a chart paper.

*COVER ALL YOUR BOOK AND COPY


